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BETTER BENGALURU Civic Authorities Come Up With A Slew Of Ideas To
Beautify City: Waste Bins, Litter Cops, Afforestation Plan

BBMP instals waste drop boxes
across city to erase black spots
TOI

Aditi.Sequeira
@timesgroup.com

Bengaluru: Every morning,
a segregation supervisor
stands by the smart waste collect bins on Palmgrove Road
in Victoria Layout, which was
a black spot for a very long
time. In early June this year,
waste drop boxes were installed by BBMP and the area
was beautified by volunteers
from Ugly Indians.
Six months later, volunteers from Vipra (Victoria
Layout and Palmgrove Areas
Resident Welfare Association)
took turns to supervise the
waste in both the bins during
peak hours.
Vipra member Mavis Mendonca said, “We have been
religiously monitoring the
bins. If people bring mixed
waste, we request them to
segregate and then give it.
Sometimes, the crane that
lifts it up splatters it on the
road, which they don’t pick
up. That is sometimes a problem. We sold over 300 bins we
procured from a private company, to make it easier for
residents to simply carry segregated waste.”
BBMP has installed about
15 of these waste drop boxes
in the city, mostly targeting
commercial and shopping
zones, and slum pockets across
the city. They have a target of

CHEER SPOT: Drop boxes for dry, wet and sanitary waste installed on Palmgrove Road in place of a
black spot; residents say they monitor the bins to ensure citizens don’t throw in mixed waste

installing about 2,000 metal
dustbins in the next few
months.
In 2004, Bangalore Agenda
Task Force (BATF) did away
with the cement bins that dotted the city, and tried to introduce door-to-door collection.
V Ravichandar, former member of BATF said, “I think
these new bins are a step in
the right direction. But I

strongly feel they need to be
manned. Door-to-door collection isn’t perfect yet and if
people are not at home, they
don’t have the holding capacity to keep the garbage inside
so they throw it out. There is
a challenge there. Secondly,
commercial establishments
fall out of the door-to-door collection cycle. Conceptually,
having a holding capacity in

one place is the right step for
those not covered in the collection cycle. It will definitely
help minimize the black
spots.”
The SocialVentureProjects
(SVP) is funding a pilot project
in Langford Town, Shantinagar, along the lines of Victoria
Layout. He added, “We are piloting this and trying to prove
with data that if it is run prop-
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s Bengaluru continues on
its development march,
soaring temperatures and
alarming pollution levels in
what was once a pensioners’
paradise are indicators of its
parlous ecological state.
Against such a worrisome
context, the urban
development department’s
initiative to increase lung
spaces in the city with the
contribution of real estate
developers, is most welcome.
However, the afforestation
drive has little chance of
succeeding without the
support and cooperation of
other civic agencies. Also, the
project should not serve as an
excuse for the government or
civic bodies to indiscriminately
fell trees for ill-thought out
infrastructure projects, under
the garb of progress.

erly, it will reduce black spots.
The bins will be manned and
people will be educated on segregation.”
The bins installed by
BBMP are cur rently unmanned. Also, expensive
equipment is being used to
pick the garbage out of the
bins. “The answer lies in modifying existing trucks to lift
the trash. Wet waste tends to
be heavier. It complements the
door-to-door collection but
does not replace it. Also, locations have to be chosen carefully to locate the bins, after
considering black spots, traffic and other logistics,” Ravichandar said.
However, members of
Solid Waste Management
Round Table Committee
(SWMRT) are not convinced
by BBMP’s garbage handling
tactics. Ramakanth K, member of SWMRT, said, “They
don’t have the approval of the
expert committee and did not
take the opinion of the SWMRT. Unmanned bins will not
work. These bins make sense
in commercial areas like MG
Road but in residential areas,
door-to-door collection
should be encouraged. The
bin system cleans the city
only visually.”
Special commissioner for
solid waste management Sarfaraz Khan did not take any
calls from TOI.

finance UDD’s afforestation
initiative, and also take on
the responsibility of developing lung spaces in exchange for which the department will relax the norms
pertaining to open spaces in
their projects.
Under the prevailing
regulations, builders have to
reserve 10-15% of their projects or layouts for public
parks or open spaces. However, the new proposal seeks
to decrease the stipulated
area for open spaces by 5%.
“The consideration is a fair

offset for the amount they
will be investing in the large
lung spaces,” said Jain.
Managing director for
Century Real Estate Ravindra Pai said the proposal
would benefit both developers and the city. “Now, when
a developer leaves open
space in a layout, the responsibility of maintenance
is taken up by the association. These may be maintained or not. But with such
a proposal, there shouldn’t
be many hassles,” he said.
However, Pai highlighted
the need to incorporate the
proposal within the Comprehensive Development
Plan (CDP) 2031, if it were
to be efficiently implemented. “Once it becomes part of
the CDP and sanction process, developers and the government will be able to implement it without hiccups,”
he added.
Environmentalists too
believe the proposal could
turn out to be a feasible solution to the problem of
eroding green cover within
the city. “However, the government needs to scientifically analyse and identify
the location to create these
spaces based on a proper
study. Further, they will
have to plant the right species of trees, which can increase the oxygen levels in
the city,” said environmentalist and conservation educationalist, Naveen KS.

PENALTY FOR CONTRACTORS
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At Chikka Lalbagh, he assured BBMP
officials the park would be redeveloped by
BMRCL. This park lost 83 trees of which
about 20 were ornamental plant species,
to the Metro underground project. Threefourths of the park was acquired by the
Metro authorities. BMRCL completed tunnelling under this part of the city in September this year, but the park has since
worn a dead look and was not opened for
use. He also visited the polluted Malathahalli Lake in West Bengaluru. BBMP officials and locals complained that sewage
flow is the main reason for the deterioration of the lake water. Mayor G Padmavathi, accompanying the minister on the
inspection tour, told him that Rs 37 crore
is pending from the authorities, to be
sanctioned for a sewage treatment plant
to be built near the lake. “We will have a
meeting with the stakeholders and find
out why the project is stuck. We will also
ensure the STP is commissioned by next PARK OR DUMP? Ministers Dinesh Gundu Rao and KJ George and Bengaluru mayor G
Padmavathi on an inspection of Chikka Lalbagh on Thursday
year,” said George.

A scarecrow view of Namma
Cubbon Park’s past and present
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Bengaluru: A scarecrow is
more than just something one
sets up in a field to scare off
crows; it can mirror the
unique identity of an individual/ society or be a symbolic storyteller unravelling
the history of a place.
At the October Jam exhibition, each scarecrow, made of
cloth, hay and waste material
by people from different walks
of life, symbolized a ‘Cubbon
Park experience’, either real
or imagined.
‘Secrets from a Scarecrow’,
organized as part of this
year’s October Jam based on
the theme Sodium Vapour by
Maraa, a Bengaluru-based art
and media collective, presented a unique experience to
those who have fond memories of old Bengaluru.
Like their creators that
include street vendors and sex
workers, each scarecrow tells
a different story of love, loss,
pain, violence, fantasy, class,
sexuality and migration. They
reflect the changes in the park
and the way in which these
transformations are received
and resisted by those occupying the space.
“The theme will encourage people to look at their
city in a different light. Every scarecrow looks the way
it does because of the unique
identity of the person who

UNTOLD STORIES: The two-day exhibition,

made it; a part of the creator
gets embedded within the
creation. They are a motif
that people immediately recognize and connect with,”
said Shruti Menon of Maraa
Foundation.
The installations are

meant to narrate the multitude of public experiences
within the city’s most famous
lung space. “The idea was to
see Cubbon Park as the microcosm for the many changes in
public spaces across the city.
The scarecrows are used to
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Bengaluru: BBMP has a new
plan on keeping Bengaluru
clean: litter cops.
If the civic body has its way,
a squad of retired Army men
will patrol the city to keep tabs
on citizens who throw garbage.
Those found to be violating
norms will be fined on the
spot. BBMP officials are naming them ‘Cleanup marshals’
and a proposal to recruit them
was submitted to the state government. The system of having marshals is practiced in
Mumbai.
The idea was mooted by
Sarfaraz Khan, joint commissioner, solid waste management, BBMP. The marshals
will be stationed in places with
heavy footfall, in commercial

Get access to
safe blood
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express these transformations in the city. It could be
gentrification, art in public
spaces, etc,” said Prashant
Parvataneni of Maraa.
The exhibition at Venkatappa Art Gallery will conclude on November 4.

SWACCH DRIVE: Mumbai’s civic authorities have brought back
cleanup marshals to keep the city free of litter

areas and at tourist spots
where littering is a big problem. “Marshals will be
equipped with receipt books
having details on the type of
offence and respective penalty.
The major offences include littering, spitting or defecating
in public places, dumping debris, improper disposal of biomedical waste etc.’’
Mumbai had mooted the
idea of marshals way back in

2007 but it was scrapped in 2011
following public complaints
against marshals on extortion
of money and other misbehaviour. From May this year, marshals are back on Mumbai
roads, and the civic body has
imposed necessary checks and
restrictions so they don’t misuse the power given to them.
Asked how the BBMP will
ensure this here, another officer said the marshals will

function under ward officers
and will frame rules so they
report regularly on their activities. “The idea of employing marshals came up because
BBMP staff can’t be everywhere to address the garbage
menace. In fact, in Mumbai,
the penalties are hefty — Rs
20,000 for dumping debris illegally, Rs 10,000 for improper
disposal of bio-medical waste
etc. In Bengaluru, the fines
may not be that heavy. The penalties will be finalized once the
state government approves the
proposal,” he added.

CHILDREN OF NEWSPAPER VENDORS SHINE
TOI

Bengaluru: Now, citizens
can find out about the availability and quantity of blood
required during an emergency. City-based firm iRelief, in
partnership with the government, has developed an app to
ensure access to safe blood.
Having entered into an understanding with city blood
banks, the app aims to provide
information on the quantity
of blood of a certain type that
one can procure from a bank,
even enabling users to place
an order and get the blood delivered. The app is equipped
with a databank of voluntary
donors who are alerted as and
when a request is made. TNN

Hearing adjourned

The Secrets from Scarecrow, explores the
evolution of Bengaluru’s famous public
place through a unique medium

arbage contractors
who mix segregated
waste to make money will
be penalized. The BBMP
has sent a proposal to the
government to deduct 50%
from bill payments of
contractors, if they are
found mixing waste or
disposing of mixed waste.

fter recording the submission made by BDA, a
division bench of the
high court adjourned the
hearing on the main petition
and the interlocutory application filed by Namma Bengaluru Foundation.
The petitioner contended
that the NGT proceedings are
restricted to environmental
damage the flyover was likely
to cause. Therefore, he urged
the court to look at bristling
procedural anomalies and
non-consultation in awarding
the Rs 1,800-crore infrastructure project, issues he said
come under the constitutional domain.

PROUD MOMENT: Winners of the Times Scholarship 2016 were awarded at the TOI office on Thursday.
Times Scholarship is an exclusive initiative of The Times of India Group, recognizing the SSLC/PU
achievements of children of Bengaluru newspaper vendors

Why polarize K’taka in the
name of Tipu, asks historian
Continued from page 1
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he controversy has left
historians baffled. Epigraphist and historian
HS Gopal Rao said: “We
should not politicize Tipu
Sultan now. The politics and
administrative
compulsions of his time are different from that of the today.
We should look at him unbiasedly and desist from raking up issues for political
gains. It is true he resorted

to religious conversions. Tipu was unremitting with
those who favoured or
fought for the British. However, development in Mysore Kingdom wasn’t affected during his rule.”
Historian Suresh Moona
said: “The government is
applying the steel-flyover
strategy in imposing Tipu
Jayanti on the people. When
so many people are opposing it, why does the government want to go ahead with

the celebration? Why polarize the state in the name of
Tipu Sultan?”

BJP protest on Nov 8
The BJP is planning an agitation against Tipu Jayanti
across
the
state
on
November 8.
“Despite the court’s observation on Wednesday, the
CM continues to be adamant.
We need to teach him a lesson
by way of our protest,” party
state unit president BS Yeddyurappa said.

